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When Dylan and his family moved to a new house lots of things were different.

Dylan didn’t have to  
share a bedroom anymore.

. . . so no more waiting for 
Dad to get out of the shower!

. . . which meant Dylan could 
FINALLY have a trampoline!

But, SOMETHING ELSE 
was different too . . .

They EVEN had a garden . . .

They had a downstairs toilet . . .



THIS house had a GHOST!

No one noticed the 
ghost at first . . .

. . . but it wasn’t long  
before Dylan spotted him!

But the rest of the family did  
NOT like living with a ghost.

A ghost that had FORGOTTEN 
how to use doors . . .

 . . . and DIDN’T need a lot of sleep!
It liked to put things in funny places. 

Even Mr Whiskers wasn’t keen!

They tried to ignore it,
but after the ghost  
said hello to Granny,  
there was no choice -

 THE GHOST HAD TO GO! 



So the grown-ups did everything they could think of to make the ghost leave: 

 “We’ll move all its old 
things out of the house - 
then maybe it will leave!”

They tried M
AKING LOTS

 OF NOISE!

They EVEN 
tried to 

 it away!
               SCARE

"Can't we just make friends with the ghost?" Dylan asked.

                   They tried
 asking it NICELY.

“PEOPLE don’t make friends with GHOSTS!“ said Dad.


